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“Somewhere, sometime, the success or

failure of critical national policies will

once again rest in the hands of a few good,

well-led soldiers, who trained well in time

of peace to fight well in time of war.”

FM 100-1
Operators, most decisions in the Army go from the top down—where

you and your unit’s equipment will be sent when the balloon goes up,

for instance. But information on how ready that equipment is to do its

job comes from the bottom up.

The person best suited to determine what state your equipment is

in…is you.

Think about that the next time you pull preventive maintenance check

and services (PMCS).

Correct what you can and report what you can’t. Don’t fudge it. If it’s

not ready, say so.

Your input on the inspection worksheet is your commander’s eyes

and ears for determining readiness. And readiness helps decide which

units are ready for the important assignments.

Make sure your report tells it like it is.

25-36
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The 11 bolts, NSN 5305-01-014-

5124, on top of your tank’s turret are

there for a reason, crewmen. And it’s

not for mounting flag brackets, road-

wheels, lights or any other hardware.

Those bolts protect the threads

inside each of the holes where the

turret lifting device is attached. Mess

up the threads and there’s no way to

separate the turret from the hull for

support-level repairs.

If you’ve removed any of the bolts or some come up missing, check the holes to

make sure they’re clean and free of debris. Then, add a little antiseize compound,

NSN 8030-00-597-5367, to the threads before reinstalling the bolt. That prevents

corrosion and reduces wear and tear on the threads.
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M1-Series Tanks…

There are a whole lot of steps to follow when installing the mine clearing roller on

your M1-series tank. One of the most important is securing the angle brackets with

two lockpins, NSN 5315-00-628-4001.

The lockpins are stored in holes on top of the outboard mounting brackets. But if

they stay there, the mine rollers can slip loose when the tank is moving.

So remember to remove the lockpins and slide them through the lock rod assem-

bly and hook rod. That’ll keep the rollers in place.

The only time the lockpins should be in their storage slots is when the roller is

being used for a breaching or mine clearing operation.

Remove lockpins from here
and install through lock rod
assembly and hook rod

Hey!
Get back

here!

why’re these
rollers always
rollin’ away?

my lockpins
are still in

their storage
slots!

I’ve got a
spare road-
wheel here.
where can
we put it?

no way,
bub! Those
bolts are
off limits!

why not
on top
of the
turret?

Bolts protect turret lifting
device mounting holes

I saw some
bolts up
there that
weren’t

being used.
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M113A3 FOV…M113A3 FOV…

If your M113A3 is equipped with an tow pintle extension, NSN 2540-01-458-

4846, you’re going to have a hard time towing an M105-series trailer.

That’s because the trailer’s towing chains, NSN 4010-00-741-1027, are only 25

inches long. They’re too short to make a hookup and it’s never safe to tow the trail-

er without chains.

The solution is to use the longer

chain assembly, NSN 4010-01-447-

0753, from the M200-series trailer.

Connect the chains in an X pattern

to the two shackles, NSN 4030-01-

369-7612, that are attached to the

carrier’s ramp tiedowns.

When the mission is completed,

make sure you go back to the origi-

nal chains for the trailer. They are

the correct length for towing with

anything other than the M113A3

with a tow pintle extension.
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Stop using NSN 5310-00-241-6664 to order new, self-locking roadwheel nuts for

your M2/M3-series Bradley and MLRS carrier.

That NSN brings one of two different style nuts. The first, which has a nylon

insert, is OK. The second, however, uses crimped steel threads for locking. The

crimped nut chews up the threads on the roadwheel lugs.

To get only the nuts with the nylon insert, use NSN 5310-00-175-2710. Make a

note until the parts manuals are updated.

trust me.
without the
right nut, my
lugs won’t
last!

you may
think we’re
nuts…

…but
our nylon
inserts
are better
than
steel!

If you want to
use me, the tow
chains from

your m105-series
trailer come
up short!

Hook up chains
in X pattern

M2/M3-Series Bradleys, MLRS Carrier…M2/M3-Series Bradleys, MLRS Carrier…
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A Lift for Tow Bar Hookups

Hooking up the tow bar when recovering a disabled combat vehicle is one of the

most difficult—and dangerous—jobs you have to do, mechanics.

Not only is that tow bar pretty darn heavy, but who wants to stand between sev-

eral tons of metal that might move suddenly?

The solution is a home-

made tow bar lifter. It

makes your job a lot easier

and safer. You won’t have

to stand between vehicles

to hook up the tow bar.

And, with two people lift-

ing, the load is a lot lighter.

The 11-ft long lifter is made of 11⁄2-in diameter

steel pipe that is 1⁄8 inch thick. It has a 14-in long

tee made from the same pipe and fits in the 

V-shaped end of the tow bar.

After attaching the tow bar to the disabled

vehicle, two people use the lifter to hold the tow

bar up. The recovery vehicle driver makes the

hookup with the help of the ground guides.

The lifter is designed to work with all Army

tow bars and recovery vehicles, including the 

5-ton wrecker.

51/2"

41/4"

14"

11'

Use 11⁄2-in
steel pipe to
make lifter

M88A1 Recovery Vehicle…

Two person lift is easier
and keeps both out of
danger zone

One of us
has to hook
up that tow

bar. how ‘bout
rock, paper,

scissors?

Do you leave the boom on your M88A1 up or

down after operation? If you leave it up, the

boom may go BOOM! the next time it’s used.

When the boom is left up, gravity drains

the hydraulic fluid into its reservoir, leaving

behind an air pocket. The next time the boom

is lowered, the air pocket can let the boom fall

suddenly. That spells doom for equipment or

personnel that happen to be in the way.

Follow the information in Item 14 of TM 9-

2350-256-10’s PMCS tables. Always keep

the boom in the stowed (travel lock) position

when it’s not in use.

No Room for
Boom Doom

Recovery Vehicles…

how ‘bout
stowing 
my boom?

you’re not
gonna leave
me like this,
are you?!
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M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

NEW HEATER NEEDS MOD
That new A-20 Global personnel heater,

NSN 2540-01-396-2826, will need a few

modifications before you install it in an

M992A2 ammo carrier, mechanics.

The existing fuel pump doesn’t provide

enough pressure for the new heater. Also,

the personnel heater cradle assembly

doesn’t allow enough clearance to install

the new heater.

Modification instructions and a list of

parts you’ll need are found on Pages 3-22

through 3-25 of TB 43-0001-62-8 (Jan

99). If you need a copy of the pages, see

your local TACOM logistics assistance

representative or write to MSG Half-Mast.
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M109-Series SP Howitzers…

Crewmen, there’s only one right way to stow the Copperhead extractor in your

M109-series howitzer.

If you store it backwards, or with the brace in the vertical position, the brace

bangs into the wiring harness that powers the slip ring contact arms. Banging wears

away the harness cover and leads to arcing and electrical problems.

The same problems occur when the brace isn’t tightened in place, even if the

extractor is stowed properly. Vibration shifts the brace around until it snags the

wiring harness.

I need a little

work before I’ll

fit in your ammo

carrier!

Slide the brace forward on

the extractor shaft until it

touches the end of the ratchet

handle. Turn the drive nut on

the shaft end counterclockwise

until the brace is held firmly

against the ratchet handle.

Then, turn the extractor so

that the brace is horizontal and

facing away from the rear door

when stored in the cab rack.

That way, you avoid harness

damage altogether.

Here’s the

right way
to stow the

extractor…

uh-oh.

another

copperhead

extractor

stowed

back-
wards.

what th-!?
what happened
to the turret
power?!

Stow extractor
like this

Never stow extractor
backwards…

…or with brace in
vertical position



When the driver’s seat cushion in

your ammo carrier wears out, it’s a

real kick in the pants. You can either

strap a pillow in place to protect your

posterior, or replace the entire driver’s

seat pan, NSN 2540-00-560-2169.

The pillow is a bit awkward and a

new seat pan is pretty expensive, so

most drivers suck it up and keep using

the worn-out cushion.

Good news! Now you can put that

cushion problem behind you by

ordering just the seat cushion, NSN

2540-01-473-4063. It costs less than

the entire seat pan, so you save

money. Plus, the new cushion saves a

lot of wear and tear on your backside.
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Everyone can use a little exercise, but running continuously will burn you out in no

time. The same holds true for the fuel pumps on your M992A2 ammo carrier.

Some pumps are running nonstop—at least until they burn out—because the

leads for the electrical wiring on the FUEL PRIME switch on the driver’s instrument

panel are reversed.

Right now, take a look at the FUEL PRIME switch leads on the back of the

instrument panel. Make sure they’re installed like so:

[whew]
that was a

good workout,
huh?

yeah, but I
can’t rest! my
fuel pumps
are still
running.

Take a Seat…
Comfortably

don’t laugh!
IF your cushion
was in better
shape, he

wouldn’t have
to do that!

Slip new
cushion
over
seat pan

Just slip the
new cushion over
the existing seat
pan and you’re
ready to hit
the road!

M992A2 Ammo Carrier…

Lead 76 (1) connects to the

top terminal of the FUEL

PRIME switch and goes to

breaker #5 in the circuit breaker

panel.

Lead 76 (2) connects to the

middle terminal and goes into

wiring harness, NSN 6150-01-

396-2828, and then to the right

and left fuel pumps.

Lead 588 (3) connects to the

bottom terminal of the FUEL

PRIME switch and goes to the

GLOW PLUG switch on the dri-

ver’s instrument panel.

Check leads on
FUEL PRIME
switch

1

2

3

1

2

3



Check the radiator. Look for leaks

on the top tank, front and back of the

core and bottom tank.

Leaks may not show up when

your engine is cold, so look for rust

and odd-colored dribbles where

coolant has leaked and dried.

Later, when you’ve got the engine

running at operating temperature

and pressure, check those places

again for wet spots. Use a flashlight

during both inspections.

Finally, take the radiator cap off.

If the cooling system is hot, open the

filler cap slowly until all pressure is

gone. Use a rag or glove to protect

your bare hand from the hot cap.

The coolant should be at least

over the top of the core. It should be

almost clear—and colored by the

antifreeze. 

No matter the temperature, your vehi-

cle’s cooling system should be able to

reach 160 to 180°F. If yours won’t,

have the thermostat checked. It may be

stuck open and need replacing.

A vehicle system that always runs at

more than 200°F also needs attention.

A bum thermostat, a clogged radiator,

a bad radiator cap or filthy coolant

may be the culprit. The engine’s air

flow may even be blocked.

To speed up heating in freezing

weather, you can partially cover the air

intake grilles with canvas when start-

ing the vehicle. Be sure to remove the

cover after the engine reaches operat-

ing temperature.

Look at the radiator cap. It should

be the one your TM calls for. Just any

cap won’t do. The pressure rating of

the cap is vital. Too low a rating low-

ers the boiling point of your coolant.

Too high builds up pressure that’ll pop

radiator seams or blow hoses

Hoses need to be touched as well as

looked at. They must withstand heat,

pressure and vibration. They’re rub-

ber, so they rot, harden and crack with

age. That’s why you need both eyes

and hands to detect bad hoses. Report

any bad hoses that show these signs.

Engine Cooling Systems…

Drivers,
when it’s cold
outside, don’t
forget about
your engine’s
cooling
system.
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Cap pressure
rating correct?

I’m
right
where I
should
be!

Hose clamp
loose, broken,
missing

Hose connection
leak

Oil or fuel
in coolant

Wrong or broken
pressure cap

Hose connection
leak

Hand gasket
leak

Plug
leaks

Seam leak
Seam
leak

Bolt
leak

Hose connection leak

Hose cracked,
brittle, mushy

Coolant in
engine oil—
shows on
dipstick as
blobs of water

Belt cracked,
ragged, loose,
missing

Core leak

Seam leak

Bugs, leaves,
other debris

Drain cock leak

If your coolant is muddy-looking or

has bits of junk in it, your cooling sys-

tem needs draining and flushing, maybe

even cleaning. Report it.

If you see a rainbow of oil slime on

top of the coolant, you’ve probably got a

leak inside the engine. Exhaust gas or

oil is getting into your cooling system.

Pull the crankcase

dipstick and check

for water in the oil.

Little blobs will

show on the dip-

stick. Either way,

report it.

Note, drivers, that air-cooled systems

don’t need much attention. All they need

is a good flow of air—meaning all the

airflow shrouds must be in place.

Water blobs
on dipstick?

Any leaks or other cooling system problems?

Puffy?

Hard
(cracks are
clues)?

Mushy?

Wet
(or even damp)?



o Add icing inhibitor to diesel and jet fuel

after you fill the tank. Get it with:

o Drain fuel filters daily, just like

your PMCS says.

o Refuel with care to keep water or

snow out of the tank.

o Keep the fuel tank filled to the

FULL mark to stop condensation.

Remember, more is not better! You can

damage the engine if you add more than

one pint of additive to 80 gallons of fuel.

At the least, engine performance suffers.

If you use JP-8 jet fuel, don’t add icing

inhibitor—it’s already in there! Jet A-1

does not have the inhibitor, so treat it just

like diesel fuel.
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Skating on ice can be graceful and beautiful. Driving on ice is a 

different story.

In most cases, your operator’s manual has an NSN for tire chains

in the additional authorization list (AAL). But not every –10 TM has

the info.

Plus, the –10s don’t give you replacement cross-chain and swivel

hook NSNs for the chains. So, here are some common tire sizes and

the right chain info:

9.00x20
9.50x16.50
10.00x15
10.00x20
10.00x20

(dual tires)
11.00x18
11.00x20
11.00x24
12.00x20
14.00x20
14.00x24 
16.00x20

Tire size

00-933-9024
00-057-0204
01-185-8306
00-933-9034 

00-933-6917

00-933-6933
00-933-9022
00-933-6935
00-933-6922
00-933-9033
00-933-9023
00-933-6937

6916
6916
6916
6916

6915

6915
6915
6915
6915
6992
6992 

0404
0404
0404
0404

0404

0404
0404
0404
0404
0404
0404 

Chain assembly
(Pair) NSN 2540-

Cross chain
NSN 2540-00-933-

Swivel hooks
NSN 2540-00-937-

Not available
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Ground Vehicles…

Slushy snow cones were great

when you were a kid. But any type

of slush in a vehicle’s fuel system is

a different matter.

In cold weather, water in the fuel

system can turn slushy and freeze

up. Then your vehicle won’t start.

Qty NSN 6850-01-

5-gal can
55-gal can 

377-5074
089-5514 

Add one pint of

additive for every 80

gallons of fuel. Add

it to the tank

before refueling.

won’t start!
I should’ve

added fuel icing

inhibitors!

n-n-now he
remembers!

Wheeled Vehicles…

If dual tire chains for your size are not listed here, use singles on

the outside tires. Parts are the same for same-size single and dual

chains.

If your vehicle has a tire size not listed here, have your supply clerk

check FSC 2500 for other chains. Authority to order chains comes

from Appendix A of CTA 50-970.

So how do

you make

sure there’s

no water in

your fuel?

read on!



…and Safer
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AN/PSS-12 Mine Detector…

So here are the
new, improved ways
to make sure your
detector detects
mines before they

find you. 

Detecting Just Got Better

Be More Sensitive
The cable that runs from the search head to the electronics unit can affect the

detector's sensitivity if it's not connected correctly. To connect the cable:

1. Attach the cable to a

bottom cable clamp placed

2 inches above the wing nut

that attaches the search head

to the telescoping wand.

3. Attach a third cable

clamp halfway between

the two clamps. But

don't attach the cable to

this clamp. The clamp

will be used for a

sensitivity check

marker.

2. Attach the cable

to a second cable

clamp placed 2

inches from the top

of the plastic pole. 

Do not attach
the cable to the
upper aluminum
shaft. That hurts

sensitivity!

Set the sensitivity of your mine detec-

tor before you go in the minefield by

using a sensitivity target.  Use a disarmed

mine that is the most difficult type to

detect and that is the kind you will most

likely encounter. Its metal content should

be the same as an armed mine. If you

don't have a disarmed mine, use the 5-cm

test piece that comes with AN/PSS-12. 

Bury the target in soil like you'll find in

the mine field and where there is no metal

clutter. Bury it at the deepest depth you

expect to find a mine. If you're using the

test piece, bury it vertically with the

metal end down. If you're not sure what

depth mines will be buried, bury the test

piece so the inside metal piece is under 2

inches of dirt. This puts the top of the test

piece flush with the surface. 

Place the detector head right over the

target and then turn up the SENSITIVI-

TY knob until you get a clear sound from

the detector. A higher sensitivity setting

gives more false alarms, but a lower set-

ting may cause you to miss mines. 

Bury
metal end
under two
inches
of dirt

Turn up SENSITIVITY until
you get clear sound

2"{ {2"

Through research
and testing, the Army
has found the old

methods of operating
the AN/PSS-12 mine
detector didn't

always find mines.
That's dangerous.

Metal
end



SOUM For Good Detecting

Keep It Sensitive
The detector's sensitivity

varies over time as you're

sweeping, so you need to keep

checking it. As soon as you've

made the initial sensitivity set-

ting, put the head over ground

where there is no metal to trig-

ger a signal. Take a metal

object like a trowel or bayonet

and slide it down the wand

until you get the same signal

from the detector you heard

with the head over the target.

Move the center cable clamp

that you placed on the wand to

the tip of the trowel or bayo-

net. Compare the signal from

the mine or test piece with the

signal from the metal object

touching the clamp. 

PS 600 NOV 0219PS 600 NOV 0218

Float the detector head over the

target, just grazing the ground,

sweeping at a rate of about 1 foot per

second. 
Graze ground
with detector
1 foot
per second

Make sure you

still get a

clear sound as

the detector

passes over

the target.

Keep It Close and Slow
The word used to be to keep the head 2 inches or less above the ground while

sweeping. No more! Let the head graze the ground. And don't sweep 3 feet per

second like you were taught—sweep 1 foot per second. Closer and slower sweep-

ing dramatically increases your chances of finding a mine. 

The clamp is now your

sensitivity mark. After

every 2 meters of sweeping,

touch the clamp with the

metal object. If the signal

has softened, turn up the

sensitivity knob. If it's loud-

er, turn down the sensitivi-

ty. Don't move the clamp. 

If you have to frequently

adjust the sensitivity, the

batteries probably need to

be replaced. Weak batteries

can hurt your detector's per-

formance long before the

low battery light comes on. 

Sweep no faster than 1 foot per second and overlap each sweep and the edge of

the lane you're checking by at least one half the width of the detector head. 

If you don't,
turn up the

sensitivity until

you do.

Recheck
signal every
2 meters

your

signal’s

getting

weaker

and

weaker.

How Can I 

get more

information on

the new mine

detecting

procedures?

Get hold

of CECOM
safety of use

message

(SOUM) 02-001.

Your CECOM
logistics assistance

rep can help.

M9 ACE Tee Fitting
NSN 4730-00-466-7496 gets the tee fitting for the earthmover’s fire extin-

guisher. The NSN shown as Item 23 in Fig 45 of TM 5-2350-262-24P is wrong.

I think I

need more

juice.

replace my

batteries.

Slide trowel down pole until you get signal

Move center
clamp to tip
of metal
object
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MW24C Scoop Loaders…

Drive Shaft Parts Update
Here are two
pointers that

will keep your

mw24c scoop
loader’s air
brake system

mission-ready at

the work site…

Bleed the Brakes
Make sure you drain the scoop loader’s air brakes after

every mission. If you don’t, you’ll end up with some real

problems down the road, including brake failure.

That’s because moisture in the air in the brake system

turns into water. Water causes rust, which plugs up brakes

valves and cylinders. Eventually, you have brake failure.

Always drain the water from the scoop loader’s air tank

after the day’s run. Just open the valve until no more water

comes out. Then close the valve tightly when you’re done.

Keep Alcohol Bottle Full
An alcohol evaporator bottle is part of the scoop loader’s air brake system.

Check the bottle every time you open the engine’s curbside access panels. The 

bottle is mounted directly behind a crossmember that’s between both panels, so it’s

easy to forget. Keep the bottle at least two-thirds full.

Drain water
from air tank

The scoop

loader’s rear

drive shaft is no
longer available
as an assembly.

That means

you’ll have to

order the drive

shaft’s parts

separately.

So make a note until

they’re added to the

next change or revision

of Figure 70 in 

TM 5-3805-262-24P.

Nomen

Yoke
Yoke
Universal Joint
Lube fitting

Item No.

9
2
4
8

NSN

3010-00-375-7642
3010-00-388-9744
2520-01-149-1051
4730-00-050-4203

Nomen

Seal/dust cap
Cap screws (8)
Washers (8)

Item No.

10-12
7
6

NSN

5330-01-272-8495
5306-01-057-7166
5310-00-209-0965

Load Up on Brake PM

I need to

check the 

alcohol 

bottle.

Time

for a

refill!



Oil Filter Element
NSN 2940-01-011-9260 gets the oil filter element for the MW24C scoop

loader. The element listed for Item 13 in Fig 12 of TM 5-3805-262-24P is no

longer available.

Defroster Switch
NSN 5930-01-177-9532 gets the console switch for the scoop loader’s defroster

fan. The switch is missing from Fig 124 of TM 5-3805-262-24P.
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MW24C Scoop Loaders…
Belts

Keep drive belts tight. A quick and easy check is to use your thumb. Push down

mid-way between the two pulleys with your thumb. Deflection should be about 1⁄2

inch—about the width of the belt—for each 12 inches of span length.

Air Cleaner
Clean off the air cleaner’s inlet before start-

ing the engine. The engine won’t get much air

if the air cleaner is choked with snow or ice.

In a snow or sleet storm, shield the inlet

with a piece of scrap tarp to keep snow or

sleet out. 

Keep these

cold weather
tips handy when
the temperature

drops and the

ground turns

hard. 

Take a look at

the scoop loader’s

hoses. Hoses rot,

harden or crack

with age.

Hoses

A little T-L-C
goes a long

way when cold

weather

arrives.
Check
deflection
here…

…or
here

If you can’t add a
cover, brush away

snow and ice from

around the inlet

before you try to

start the engine.

Replace both belts
if one is weak

Cover with a temporary shield
to keep out ice and slush

Hard (cracks 
are a clue)?

Mushy?

Puffy?Wet (or even damp)?



Somewhere, way back when, your

momma told you not to cry over

spilled milk. That’s because what’s

done is done. 

But she never said anything about

spilled hydraulic oil all over a 

shop’s floor!

On the bottom of Page 2-28 in

TM 5-3805-261-10 it says to open

the fuel tank’s sediment drain valve

to remove moisture from the tank. 

Problem is, the callout for that

PMCS check (#8) points to the drain

valve for the grader’s hydraulic tank.

You’re in for a big surprise when

you open that valve. Several gallons

of hydraulic fluid will drain out.

So make it a point to remember

the fuel tank sediment valve is

shown on the left in the illustration.

The drain valve is shown on the

right. If you don’t remember, you’ll

be stuck with hydraulic oil on your

boots, the shop floor, and something

to really cry about! PS 600 25

This is Part 1
of 3 in a series 
on ammunition
in deployment
situations.

NOV 0224

130G Grader…130G Grader… uh-
oh! •ACTION••ADVENTURE• •MAINTENANCE•

When it’s time to
deploy, you want to
make sure all your

equipment is
up-to-snuff. 

Handle And
Transport Ammo

something’s
wrong with
the ammo!

We
can’t
fire!

Fuel tank
sediment
valve

But all the PM in
the world won’t

help your weapon if
you haven’t taken
care of its ammo.

To make sure
your ammunition
works against
the enemy and
not you, take
a shot at the
following
information.



During deployment, you’ll encounter many different types of ammunition.  The

single most important fact to remember is: Ammunition is intended to maim, kill

and destroy! If you are not completely sure about an item, do not go near it, do

not touch it, and do not pick it up! There are plenty of examples of overly curious

soldiers who ended up either wounded or killed, so handle ammunition carefully.
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Safe Operations

When you do
have to work
with ammunition,
follow these
general safety
precautions…

Keep ammunition in its original

containers as long as possible to

prevent exposure to the elements.

Maintain accountability and pre-

serve lot integrity.

Make sure proper fire extinguishers are on-hand and properly maintained. In the

event of a fire, try to keep it from spreading to ammunition. If the fire does reach

ammunition, evacuate immediately!

Make sure you are properly

grounded when handling

ammunition items containing

electric primers, exposed pro-

pellant or exposed explosive

material. Static electricity and

ammunition can be a lethal

combination!

Ammunition that does not arm or has failed

to explode after being armed is classified as a

dud. Dud ordnance poses an immediate

threat! It should not be handled or moved.

Mark the location and call your local EOD

support unit to remove or destroy it. You

should also contact your EOD support unit if

you locate unexploded ordnance.

Never tamper with, disassemble or

alter any ammunition.

Do not become careless because of

familiarity with munitions.

Open ammunition boxes carefully.

Return all inner packaging material to the

container and close it to keep out moisture,

sand or debris. Repack items that have

been opened and not used.

Protect ammunition from dirt and sand,

temperature extremes, moisture, grease,

rough handling or anything else that might

cause it to deteriorate.
Keep ammunition
clean The greatest danger posed by depleted uranium (DU) munitions is the explosive

hazard. The depleted uranium is radioactive, but the levels are so low that the main

health risk is chemical toxicity. So follow these tips when dealing with DU 

munitions:

— In the event of a fire involving DU munitions, evacuate upwind and

immediately notify your unit’s NBC NCO and Safety Officer for instructions and

assistance.

— If possible, place damaged DU munitions in plastic bags to contain any

potential contamination. Turn them in at your ammunition supply point (ASP).

watch
this!

Limit the number of soldiers

exposed to ammunition han-

dling to the minimum necessary

to get the job done. 
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When in doubt as to the condition and proper care of ammunition, refer to DA

Pam 385-64, Ammunition and Explosives Safety Standards, and FM 4-30.13,

Ammunition Handbook: Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for Munitions

Handlers. Or, get in touch with a Quality Assurance Specialist (Ammunition

Surveillance), or “QASAS”. A QASAS may be contacted through your ASP, range

safety, or EOD personnel. You can also check with personnel from your ammuni-

tion supply organization or logistics staff element.

Loading and Unloading

Loading and unloading ammunition requires special care. Before loading, be cer-

tain all pallets, boxes and containers are in good shape, sealed tight and secured.

Maintain a tight pack using approved packing material. Brace or restrain the load

as firmly as possible to prevent pallets and boxes from shifting in transit, and to pro-

tect them from bumps along the way.

Load vehicles in accordance with AMC 19-48 series drawings using wooden dun-

nage or web straps. The QASAS will be able to get these drawings, or you can check

them out on-line at:

http://www.dac.army.mil/DET/
Never rely on the tarp alone to restrain ammunition in an open vehicle and never

use boxes of ammunition as dunnage to block and brace your load. Remember, the

ammunition load will need to be restrained both fore and aft as well as side-

to-side.

A good rule of thumb when using web straps to restrain the load is to put two

straps over each pallet or bundled group of boxes and one over each end of the load.

Unless you’re involved in an actual battle scenario, do not load high explosive

and white phosphorous or other chemical ammunition on the same vehicle. Check

with your QASAS for approved transportation compatibility.

Know your vehicle’s load

limit and never exceed it. The

weight of the ammunition

will usually be listed on the

side of the containers.

During loading or unload-

ing, set the brake, turn off the

engine and chock the wheels.

Properly distribute the weight

and secure the load to prevent

movement during transport.

When loading unpalletized ammunition, do not allow more than one-third of the

height of any box to extend above the vehicle sidewalls. 

When handling palletized

ammunition, a forklift is the best

equipment to lift and move ammu-

nition short distances. Do not strike

the ammunition with the forks.

When using larger forklifts, do not

stick the forks all the way through

the pallet or you may puncture or

topple neighboring pallets.

After you have moved the pallet away from those nearby, slide the forks forward

until the pallet is seated against the mast. When you’re ready to move the load, keep

the forks no higher than a foot off the ground to keep the pallet stable.

that’s it.

s-l-o-w

and easy

does it. …and one
over each
end

Put two straps
over each pallet…

Chock wheels
while loading
and unloading

Be careful with forks
while handling ammo 



Any vehicle used to haul ammunition,

or one that even goes near ammunition,

must be in proper working condition.

The vehicle must be clean and free of

leaking fuel, grease, or anything else

that could create a fire hazard.

Crew-level maintenance may be per-

formed on a vehicle loaded with ammu-

nition without unloading the ammuni-

tion. Higher-level maintenance and

maintenance involving heat or flame-

producing devices require that the

ammunition be off-loaded and moved at

least 50 feet from the operation.

Fuel your vehicle before you load it

with ammunition. If you must refuel a

loaded vehicle, do so in an isolated area.

When tactical situations permit, refuel-

ing a loaded vehicle should be delayed

until the engine has cooled for at least 10

minutes to lessen the danger of fire from

spills or overflows.
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Motor Vehicle MovementIf a forklift won’t do the job or isn’t avail-

able, use a crane such as the one on the M977

HEMTT and a chain sling, NSN 3940-01-209-

6008. Loop the two chains under opposite

sides of the pallet and hook them to the two

hooks on the chain sling ring.

For best results, hook the length of chain so

it makes an angle of 45 to 60 degrees with the

top of the pallet. If you hook the chain too

long, you might not be able to lift the pallet

high enough to position the load on the truck

or trailer. Hooking the chain too short will 

create added pressure on the top edge of the

containers and may damage them.

Although you can lift pallet units of sepa-

rate loading projectiles with the chain sling, a

specially designed six-legged sling, NSN

3940-01-241-7400, is the best way to go. It

lets you lift three pallets of 155mm projectiles

at one time. Since 155mm projectiles usually

come banded together in bundles of three pal-

lets, leave them that way for ease of handling.

Before lifting wooden pallets, make sure the

banding is not broken or missing. If you’re lift-

ing the metal field artillery projectile pallet

(FAPP), make sure the top locking handles are

seated firmly in place.

The six-legged sling’s legs are too short to

lift 120mm tank ammunition pallets. Since

these pallets have four lifting rings attached to

the metal top adapter of the pallet unit, use the

four-legged sling, NSN 1398-01-348-4670.

You’ll need to order the sling on DD Form

1348-6 and put “NSN not on AMDF” in the

REMARKS block. Just make sure all banding

is present and tight on 120mm pallets.

Use chain with
HEMTT crane

Six-legged sling works
well with projectiles

Use four-legged sling
to lift 120mm rounds

OK, I’m
full! let’s
go get some

ammo!

Is that
an oil
leak!?

ammunition
and oil leaks
don’t mix!

You can also use the four-
legged sling to lift palletized
projectiles, but you can only
lift two pallets of 155mm
projectiles at a time.
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Combat Vehicle Ammunition

Check small arms ammunition stored in your combat vehicle regularly for con-

tamination with dirt, grit or debris. Keep the ammunition wiped clean, but do not

attempt to use oil, solvents, water or steel wool. Be especially careful that ammuni-

tion doesn’t get coated with oil or grease.

It’s the same story for larger ammunition stored in your combat vehicle. Check

your local SOP on unloading larger ammunition for a thorough cleaning and inspec-

tion.

When you clean, paint, grease, oil or wash inside your vehicle, either remove the

ammunition or take measures to protect it. Seal the vehicle tight when you hose

down the outside. Remove ammunition from floor storage on M2/M3-series

Bradleys before washing.

Remove ammunition from all vehicles before taking them to the motor pool

or other facility for maintenance.

Post a fire plan for evacuation of combat-loaded vehicles in the parking area. The

fire plan for uploaded combat vehicles will include provisions for a quarterly fire

drill for crews.

In cold weather, keep ammunition compartments closed as much as possible to

keep down condensation. During hot weather, open ammo compartments to allow

as much ventilation as possible. See your vehicle’s -10 TM and your weapon’s pubs

for more information on maintaining ammunition stored in combat vehicles.

NOV 02

Vehicles carrying ammunition must be equipped with two serviceable fire extin-

guishers, rated 10BC or higher. Fire extinguishers rated 1A,10BC are even better,

since they also handle paper and wood fires.

Maintain proper convoy distances when moving trucks loaded with ammunition.

When parked or stopped, maintain a distance of at least 10 meters between loaded

trucks. This will not keep a fire from spreading from one truck to another, but it will

allow maneuvering room in the event of fire.

The required checklist for all trucks

carrying ammunition is DD Form 626,

Motor Vehicle Inspection. DD Form 836,

Shipping Paper and Emergency Response

Information for Hazardous Materials

Transported by Government Vehicles,

provides special instructions for motor

vehicle drivers. Placard ammunition-

loaded motor vehicles per DA Pam 385-

64; TM 38-410, Storing and Handling of

Hazardous Materials; and all local or

national requirements.

Make your load
off limits to

riders, especially 
smokers!

no
way,
no
how!

hey,
buddy!

you’re not the
only one who
needs to know
what you’re
carrying!

Keep ammo closed up
during cold weather…

…but let air flow
during hot weather

I hope you cleaned
and inspected that

ammo first!

Maintain 10-meter distance between loaded trucks

Use proper
placards on
ammo-loaded
vehicles
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For sling-out operations:

o Locate helicopter sling-out areas at least 550 meters from ammunition storage

structures, inhabited buildings, or other vital facilities.

o Consider prevailing winds in the sling-out site selection. Select a site that heli-

copters could normally approach and depart without flying over magazines, inhab-

ited buildings, personnel areas or other vital facilities. Provide a windsock or other

wind direction indicator so pilots can determine the current wind direction.

o The sling-out area must have a

good earthen ground. Ground helicop-

ters before loading. Make sure you

touch the grounding cables to bleed

off any static charge prior to loading.

Ground a hovering helicopter by using

a grounding wand (shepherd’s crook)

prior to hooking up the cargo net.

See FM 55-450-3 for a list of stan-

dard grounding wands and fabrication

instructions.

o Never use the sling-out area for long-term stor-

age of ammunition. The only ammunition that

should be present is the load the last helicopter

just left or the load the next helicopter is about to

pick up.

o If possible, the loads

should be assembled in

cargo nets, ready to be slung

out, prior to the arrival of the

helicopter.
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Airlifting Ammunition

Make sure all boxes and con-

tainers are tightly sealed, clearly

marked and in good shape with no

leaks or burst seams. Load and

secure the ammunition according

to the aircraft commander’s SOP.

Moving an internal
load by helicopter
presents different 

problems. 

wait a
minute!!

are you sure
that ammo is ok?

During loading
and unloading,
the helicopter

must…

For more information
on load limits, safety,

grounding and
ammunition compatibility,

see TM 38-250,
Preparing Hazardous
Materials for Military
Air Shipment, and DA

Pam 385-64.

o Be properly grounded.

o Have all switches

turned off.

o Have its rotors secured.

o Be loaded away

from the ammunition

storage area.

whoa! I don’t
think this ammo is
going anywhere!
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Here are some
pointers to help
you win the cold

war battle.

Tip One: Maintenance in the bitter cold means you need

to bundle up and wear gloves even if you expect the job to

take only 5 minutes. If you don’t—and you dress like you’re

going to pick up the paper or check the mail—you’ll rush

the job, pull poor maintenance and risk exposure. Frostbite

really loves toes and fingers, the most vulnerable extremi-

ties. Sure, winter clothing is bulky and makes maintenance

longer. So allow yourself enough time to do the job.

hurry!
cover my
rocket

launcher!

keep
your cool.
I got you
covered.

It’s cold, my
windshield

needs a cover
and my engine
needs a plug!

toldja
to wear
gloves!

c-c-can’t
feel my
fingers!

All 
Aircraft…
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come back
next month
when we
discuss

ammunition
storage!

END PART 1

More Help

The U.S. Army
Defense Ammunition

Center (DAC) maintains
useful ammunition
support information

on its web site. 

the ammohelp
hotline is manned
during office

hours. but you’ll
need to leave a

voicemail message
at other times.

An on-line 24-hour
ammunition help
system (AmmoHelp)
allows anyone with
an official need to
submit questions
regarding munitions,
explosives,
logistics, quality,
safety, security,
training, equipment,
or technology.

• DAC Home Page: 
www.dac.army.mil/

• AmmoHelp web site: 
www.dac.army.mil/ammohelp/

• AmmoHelp e-mail: 
ammohelp@dac.army.mil

• AmmoHelp toll-free hotline: 
1-877-668-2840

The winter blast is
always looking for
a chance to freeze
you and put your
bird on ice while

you’re doing flight
line maintenance.
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Tip TWO: Make sure your

bird’s deicing equipment, if

installed, is in good working

order. If your aircraft has spe-

cific covers such as rotor head

covers and engine inlet plugs,

use ‘em. Keep the windshield

covered. If the cover freezes

to your bird, loosen the edges

and use heat from a ground

heater to loosen the rest of it. 

Closely check uncovered

areas during daily mainte-

nance. Make sure freezing

rain or blowing snow hasn’t

seeped into exposed moving

parts and frozen up the works.

After snow, sleet or an ice

storm, take the engine inlet

plugs and exhaust covers off

and check for ice. If you find

any, carefully thaw the engine

inlet or exhaust with hot air,

like your TM says.

Preheating a frozen bird

brings metal and seals back to

shape, and warms cold lubri-

cants and hydraulic fluids.

Preheating an aircraft reduces

the strain on engines and

transmissions and improves

engine startup.

Tip THREE: For a long maintenance

job, bring the bird inside or rig

a shelter around it. Make one

that will work for you.

Tip FOUR: Don’t take shortcuts performing maintenance in the cold. If Old Man

Winter and his cousin Mr. Freeze get to you, break your maintenance task into

small portions or call your buddy to finish up, while you warm up inside from the

cold outside.

Tip FIVE: Always ground your bird. The colder the

weather, the drier the air; the drier the air, the more

static electricity is generated. To beef up your

knowledge on grounding, check out Page 2-10 in

FM 10-67-1.

go inside
and get

warm, I’ll
finish up.

th-thanks,
buddy. the
f-freeze
is on!

oh no! I’d
rather he read
anything but

that!

If you
don’t bring
it inside,
keep your
aircraft
covered!

Keep a fire
extinguisher handy

when you’re using the
ground heater and

keep the heater away
from fuel, oil drains,
vents, supply tanks,

and coverings. 

Keep windshield covered

tight as a
whistle. no
ice and snow
can get in

now.

thanks for
pre-heating
me, I feel

much better
now! Always follow the

cold facts in your
operator’s, maintenance,
and general aircraft
TMs and the cold won’t

take you out. 

39
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Some Kiowas’ Block 1 Air-to-Air Stinger

(ATAS) interface electronics assemblies (IEA)

were installed before it was decided to add an

electromagnetic interference (EMI) filter to the J1

connector. 

Without the

EMI filter, static

could affect the

Kiowa's commo.

MWO 9-1440-

431-50-1 (Oct

01) authorized

the filter. 

It's simple to check if the filter has been

installed. Disconnect the J1 connector at the IEA.

Look at the area at the base of the pins. If the fil-

ter's been installed, you'll see "EESeal". Not

there? Contact your AMCOM logistics assistance

rep. He will arrange for the MWO to be done. The

AMCOM POC for the MWO is Cynthia Walker.

Contact her at (256) 876-3515/DSN 746-3515 or

e-mail cynthia.walker@redstone.army.mil.
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AN/ALQ-144A…

Crewmen, your AN/ALQ-144A(V)1/3 countermeasure set performs an important

job in jamming heat-seeking missiles. But now a recent upgrade accomplished by

MWO 11-5865-200-30-1 (1 Mar 01) will enhance its performance even more. 

CECOM has an upgraded A9 circuit card, NSN 5998-01-464-2151, that’ll keep

your set humming. 

To determine if your countermeasure set needs an upgrade, check the A9 card for

a red strip on the U4 chip and a red dot on the S1 thumb wheel switch. 

If U4 is missing a width-
wise red strip or s1 is
missing a red dot on the
side, contact cecom’s Cliff
Vermont at DSN 992-2472,
(732) 532-2472 or e-mail

cliff.vermont@
mail1.monmouth.army.mil

for upgrade details.

He’ll help you
accomplish the a9 circuit
card upgrade process. 
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…and thumb wheel switch
(S1) has a red dot on its side,
then no upgrade is required

S1

Man, that
countermeasure
set saved our
bacon today,
BiGTiME!

Good PM
has kept
it doing its
job well!

EESeal

A

13-4.4

D B

C

Look for
EESeal

y’know, I
think this
kiowa is

missing its
emI filter!

.[//>//]
[\</!#/]
[//>//]
[\</!#/]

If EPROM chip (U4) has a red strip marked,
width-wise across the top back portion… 

Hey,
guys... 

OH-58D Kiowa Warrior…

I know I’m
good, but I

could be even
BETTER! You need
to upgrade my
a9 Circuit card!
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Rechargeable:  BB-516A 
NSN 6140-01-419-8191 

Disposable equivalent:  none 

Rechargeable:  BB-503A 
NSN 6140-01-419-8193 
Disposable equivalent:

none 

Rechargeable:  BB-2847 
NSN 6140-01-419-8194 
Disposable equivalent: 

BA-5847, -5347

Rechargeable: BB-2600/U
NSN 6140-01-467-5853
Disposable equivalent:

BA-5600 

Rechargeable: BB-557/U
NSN 6140-01-071-5070
Disposable equivalent:

BA-5557 

Rechargeable
batteries are
here to stay.

Those of you
resisting the

effort to switch
to rechargeables
should surrender
right now!

Rechargeable:  BB-388 
NSN 6140-01-419-8190 
Disposable equivalent:   

BA-5588 

The good news is,
you will soon grow
to like the benefits
of rechargeables.
We guarantee it. 

one
of us!

one
of us!

C
O
M
M
O

b
a
t
t
e
r
i
e
s

TB 43-
pS-600
TB 43-
pS-600

NO 600
Nov 02
NO 600
Nov 02

NO! You
rechargeable
batteriEs!
I’LL NEVER
USE YOU!

Rechargeable:  BB-390B/U
NSN 6140-01-490-4317
Disposable equivalent:

BA-5590 

Here’s a list
of rechargeable
batteries, their
NSNs, and the
primary batteries
they replace:
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Of course, in order to use rechargeable batteries, you will need a battery charg-

er. Order the PP-8444A/U battery charger with NSN 6130-01-443-0970. It can

charge two batteries at one time. An AC power cord comes with the charger, but

you will need to order the DC power cord, J-6362, NSN 5940-01-427-9395. This

cord lets you power the charger from your vehicle’s NATO slave receptacle.

If you have any

questions about

rechargeables,

contact CECOM at

DSN 992-4948 or 

(732) 532-4948; 

or e-mail them at:

Donald.Brockel@

mail1.monmouth.army.mil 

Visit their website at:

www.monmouth.army.mil/

cecom/lrc/lrchq/power/

rechargebat.html 

Here are

some common
run times

for common

equipment…

To recharge batteries,

you will need adapters

that lets each type of

battery fit into the

charger. 

Here’s a

list of

batteries

and their

adapters…

I have a

question.

What are the

run times

for the

rechargeable

batteries?

BB-390B/U
BB-388

BB-2847

12-24
27
3-7

SINCGARS
AN/PRC-126

Thermal weapon sight

Battery Equipment
Run time
(hours)

PP-8444A/U
battery
charger

ASIP BB-390 

J-6362
power
cord

You can also get a

multi-station adapter,
NSN 5940-01-467-1176, for

the PP-8444A/U that lets

you recharge eight

batteries over an 

eight-hour period.

Battery  BB-390
Adapter  J-6357/P

NSN 5940-01-492-6570 

Battery  BB-516
Adapter  J-6356/P

NSN 5940-01-427-9183

Battery  BB-388
Adapter  J-6357/P

NSN 5940-01-427-8601

Battery  BB-503
Adapter  J-6355/P

NSN 5940-01-427-9247

Battery  BB-2847
Adapter  J-6354/P

NSN 5940-01-427-9278

Battery  BB-2600/U
Adapter  J-6521/P

NSN 5940-01-467-8813

Battery  BB-557/U
Adapter  J-6523/P

NSN 5940-01-467-5852

Battery  ICOM
Adapter  J-6556/P

NSN 5940-01-467-6772
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FED SHTU Battery…

“Keep Alive” Goes It Alone

The keep alive battery (KAB),

NSN 6130-01-324-2505, used

in the forward entry device

(FED) simplified handheld ter-

minal unit (SHTU), can now be

replaced without replacing the

entire battery assembly.

But the

assembly

is no

longer

available.

Finally!
after twenty-four
hours of grueling

surgery, I have
successfully
removed the

creature’s head!

Err…
master…

I should have
told you… all

you needed
to do was
replace the
battery.

Just replacing the
battery requires a
little extra work

on your part,
though. Here’s
how you do it…

You can
replace
just the
battery

Until now,

replacement of the

battery required

removing and

replacing the

assembly, NSN

7021-01-342-9109.

1. Leave the power running

to the SHTU during KAB

replacement. That way,

you won’t lose data stored

in the RAM disk.

3. Lift the KAB up and carefully rotate it away from

the SHTU to get to the battery leads.

4. Unplug both battery

leads from the KAB

assembly by pulling the

connector end straight out

from the KAB assembly

jack. Don’t pull on the

wire or you could break

the connection hidden

under the shrink tubing.

5. With diagonal pliers, clip off

the axial leads of the battery as

close to the battery as possible.

6. Depending upon the assem-

bly you have, the battery may

be held in place in one of two

ways. Either a clip holds it, in

which case you can remove

the battery by pulling it out, or

a clamp holds it, in which case

you will need to remove the

screw holding the clamp first.

2. Loosen the three screws holding

the assembly to the SHTU using a

cross-tip screwdriver.

7. Put in the

new KAB

with the

positive end

nearest the

red jack 

on the

assembly

cover.

Assembly, NSN
7021-01-342-9109

don’t
shut me

off!



RFID TAGS…
Are you getting a pile of ST-410-

108 and -118 radio frequency identi-

fication (RFID) tags in the corner of

your warehouse because of incorrect

battery storage?

Could be the tags are just fine

and the batteries inside them are

the problem.

Since you can’t turn the tag on

or off, the battery can drain

when the tag is in long-term

storage. To prevent this, the bat-

tery should be reversed and rein-

serted into the tag before it is put

in storage. This stops a continu-

ous drain of battery power.

When the tag is removed from storage and ready to be used, the battery

must be reversed and put right. If you don’t, you’ll think the tag is busted

and pitch it into that growing pile in the corner. 

If a tag is not working, make sure the battery is in right. If you are put-

ting the tag in long-term storage, reverse the battery so it won’t drain. No

need to do that for short-term storage. The tag has a sleep mode that pre-

vents energy drainage.

Since you are working

with a lithium-sulfur

dioxide battery, keep

safety in mind. The gas

is toxic and the battery

should be handled with

care so it does

not rupture.

did I put the
batteries in
storage
mode?

NOV 0248

8. Position the solder tabs on the new battery so that

they are parallel with the cover. If necessary, remove

the plastic sleeves from the wire and trim it back to

expose enough wire to do the solder job. Replace the

plastic sleeves.

9. Hold the wire perpendicular to the solder tabs.

Then solder the wire in place using 60/40 rosin core

solder only. Cut off the excess.

10. Connect the positive lead to the red battery 

terminal and the negative lead to the black battery

terminal.

11. Put the KAB assembly

back in place and tighten

down the screws

to secure it to

the SHTU.

ST-410-108s  and -118s piling up?
Could be
a battery
problem

Negative
lead

Positive
lead

The ST-412-U1-001 tags might also be piling up for the same basic reason,

but the problem is solved a little differently. The 412 tag is always kept in its

tag mounting bracket in either the “ON” or “OFF” position. The status of the

412 can be verified by checking to see whether “ON” or “OFF” is visible

through the hole in the tag mounting bracket. To conserve battery energy, the

tag should be placed in its “OFF” position anytime it is not being used.

Putting the 412 tag
away for awhile? If
“ON” shows here…

…pull apart and
turn 180°…

…so that it’s stored
in “OFF” position

Reverse
battery
before
storing
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M240 Machine Gun…

Don't Blank Out with Blanks
Half-Mast,
We’re having

trouble
with blanks
jamming our

M240s.

Yeah, and the bfa
NSN listed in TM
9-1005-313-23&P is
different than the
one listed in the -10.

Can you help?

First, you don't need a
discriminator. That was
used with an earlier
bfa and is not needed
for the m24 bfa,…

There is
some very
old blank
7.62 ammo in
the field that
doesn't fire

well.

It has a flat forward end
and a paper wad sealer.

The best blank ammo to use
looks like a normal bullet
and has a metal star crimp.

Of course, you
must remember
blank ammo

produces much
more carbon
than real ammo.

Other things to consider
while doing PMCS include…

So the m240 needs a much
more thorough cleaning and
lubing after firing blanks or
you will have firing problems
next time you go to the range.

Is the bfa
chamber device
bent, cracked,
or corroded?
Is it seated 
correctly over 
the flash hider?

Are the barrels being changed
during firing? Barrels should
be switched every 10 minutes
during sustained fire (100
rounds per minute) and every
2 minutes during rapid fire
(200 rounds per minute). 

Is the gas regulator set to 1? Are there
chips or
gouges
across the
feed tray
that would
cause the
ammo belt
to drag?

New versions of
both the -10 and
-23&P TMs will hit
the field some-

time in 2002. Make
sure your pubs
account is set up
so that you'll
receive them
automatically.

I need
a really
good

cleaning
now!

firing
blanks is
a dirty

business.

I’m ready to take
over. wonder if this guy knows
we’re s’posed to be swapped?

1

…whose NSN is
1005-01-480-0289,
listed on Page C-
20-1 of the -23&P
(Jun 97 with Ch 2).

The m24
bfa's parts
can be found
there, too.

Are the feed
pawls worn or
are their springs
weak? is the
m240 feeding
properly? 

We were told part
of the problem may be that we
don't have a part of the blank
firing attachment (bfa) called

the discriminator. 

Part of your
problem may be
the blank ammo
you're using.
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The M40-series and M42A2 masks

have replaceable facepieces. So, NBC

NCOs, there's no need to replace the

whole mask just because the facepiece

is damaged. 

When a facepiece can't be repaired,

replace it with the procedures in Chap

2 of TM 3-4240-346-20&P.

Turn in the old facepiece to DRMO.  It

can't be repaired economically.  The face-

piece is reportable item control code

(RICC) 8, so report it as excess unser-

viceable. See Chap 7 in AR 725-50  for

instructions. 

All M40-series and M42A2 mask

accessories—hood, second skin, out-

sert sets, mask and canister carriers,

canister, waterproof bag, -10 TM,

maintenance cards, vision correction

items and hose—should be kept and

used with the new facepiece.

Order a

new face-

piece with

these

NSNs…

These face-

pieces work

for both the

M40/M40A1 and

m42a2 masks.
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Machine Guns…

Dear Editor,
The latest version of TM 9-1005-245-13&P, which covers

mounts and tripods, has nothing in it about touching up bare spots.
And solid film lubricant (SFL) is no longer listed in the expendable
supplies. I think that must be an oversight. If you don't touch up
those bare spots, corrosion can damage tripods and mounts.
SSG Charles Clarke
Oregon National Guard

Keep these
accessories…

…but turn in all
of facepiece

sheesh.

you’re in bad

shape. Guess

I’m gonna

have to turn

you in.

parts

of me

are still
good!

It’s just

my face-
piece that

needs

replacing.

Small
Medium

Large

Size NSN 4240-01-

415-4517
415-4518
416-0430

You're absolutely right. The procedure

for touching up bare spots will be added to

the next change to the TM, as will the NSN

for SFL. In the meantime, clean bare spots

and corroded areas on mounts and tripods

with cleaning solvent, NSN 6850-01-474-

2319. After the spot has dried, spray it

with SFL, NSN 9150-01-260-2534.

 From the desk of the Editor Touch up bare
spots with SFL

there’s

nothing in here

about treating

corrosion!? I

don’t believe it!

uh-oh!

I’m done

for!

M40-Series Masks, M42A2 Mask…
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Sleeping Mat…

When sub-freezing temperatures are the norm for several weeks, though, stop

using your own air power to blow up the mat. Condensation from your breath can

accumulate inside the valve, freeze, and plug the valve. Then you can't inflate or

deflate the mat. 

If you're going to be sleeping on snow, over-inflate the mat a bit by blowing extra

air into the mat after it stops self-inflating. That makes the mat a little firmer, but the

added air increases the loft of the foam and provides better insulation. As the air in

the mat cools, it also contracts. The extra air takes care of that. 

1. Carry the mat next to your body or

unroll the mat and lie down on it for a

few minutes before inflating it. Your

body heat will warm the foam, which

helps it inflate. 

2. Open the valve and let the mat

inflate as much as possible. 

3. Close the valve, fold the mat two or

three times, and sit on it. Your weight

stretches the foam, increasing its

ability to inflate. 

4. Open the valve again and let the

mattress fully inflate. 

The self-inflating
mat, NSN 8465-01-
393-6515, can help
keep you warm on
cold nights-if you
can inflate it.

Here are some
ways to help your
mat be all it can
be in the cold…

ahh, those
cold weather
sleeping mat
tips on
inflation
really paid

off.

what does the
economy have
to do with me
keeping warm?!

not that
kind of

inflation!

I’ll
keep you
warm!

yo!
cut down
on the
donuts,
pal!

this is
deja vu
all over
again!

your
place or
mine?

now take
a deep
breath!

you said it!
they’ve made
it better for
both of us!



Got a new cleaner or degreaser through the supply system, but aren’t sure how

safe it is to use?  Then the Hazardous Materials Information Resource System

(HMIRS) is for you.

HMIRS is a web-based system that puts Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS)

and product record information right at your fingertips.  You’ll find information

on ingredients, safety and health, transportation, logistics and disposal for thou-

sands of products.

To access HMIRS, go to:

http://www.dlis.dla.mil/hmirs/
Once there, you’ll need to apply for a login.  Click on US Government

Employees—Read Only.  Print and fill out the application form and send it to:

HMIRS
DLIS-VSM (HMIRS Access)
Defense Logistics Information Service
74 Washington Ave N STE 7
Battle Creek, MI  49017-3084

You can also fax the form to DSN 932-5925 or (269) 961-5925.
Once you receive your login ID, go back to the HMIRS web site and click on

Connect to HMIRS. Type in your login (no password is needed) and click 
on LOGIN.

Get a Handle on HAZMAT
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Cleaning Sleeping Mats

Dear Editor,
Soldiers get all sorts of nasty things on their foam sleeping mats

when they spend weeks in the field--stuff like tree sap and grass and
berry stains. And that stuff is hard to get off.

We clean lots of sleeping mats here at clothing supply and have
found one way to make cleaning mats easier:

Use a product called Simple Green. It's a cleaning
concentrate that's available in the PX or can be ordered
with NSN 7930-01-342-5315. Spray Simple Green on a stain, let
it set a couple of minutes, then work on the spot with a soft-bristle
toothbrush. It almost always erases the stain. If you can't get
Simple Green, use the general purpose detergent, NSN 7930-00-
926-5280, that's found around most motor pools. The detergent
doesn't work quite as well, but usually gets the job done. 
Let the mat air dry for 24 hours.

Lloyd Owens
Denia Best
Consolidated Clothing Facility
Ft Campbell, KY

simple
green works
best for
cleaning…

I feel
terrible…

and I
look even
worse!

I can see
that. Luckily,
I’ve got just
the thing to
clean you up!

use a
brush to
clean out
stains.

now you
can check

out products
on-line with
HMIRS!

how was
I supposed
to know?

hey! You can’t
throw me away
like this! don’t
you know I’m
hazardous!

For more info on cleaning and

maintaining your sleeping pad, see

Chapter 2 in TM 10-8400-203-23.)

 From the desk of the Editor



Acid eats away at the fabric, of
course. Once it starts, the parka
is ruined.

Use warm water and detergent. 

Wash on the PERMANENT
PRESS cycle.

Rinse thoroughly in clean,
warm water.

When hand washing and rinsing,
do not wring or twist the
garment. That can make holes
in the waterproof barrier.

And grease won't come out of the
fabric unless you wash it in very
hot water-and hot water loosens
the parka's seam tape that keeps
it waterproof. 
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Cold Weather Parka…

your
Parka
is for the

Field, Not
the Motor
Pool!

No matter how
cold it is, it's not a
good idea to wear
your cold weather
parka around the
motor pool. Grease
or battery acid
ruins it.

Here's how
to get plain
old dirt off
your parka…

Eventually,
though,

you'll need
a new
parka.

Here are
parka

NSNs and
sizes:

Do not bleach or starch the
parka. That ruins the fabric.

Tumble dry on a delicate low
heat setting.  Better yet, let
it air dry.  Hang it on a plastic
hanger so rust doesn't stain
the parka. 

NSN
8415-01-228-

Size

1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322            

X-small
X-small
X-small
X-small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Large
Large
Large

X-large
X-large   

Length

X-short
Short

Regular
Long

X-short
Short

Regular
Long

X-short
Short

Regular
Long
Short

Regular
Long

Regular
Long

…makes
life a
walk
in the
parka!

And
remember,
good PM…

curse
you! I’m
melting!
what a
world…

Hey,
that
hurts!

Wringing
me out ruins
my water-
proofing.

Ahh, now
this is
the way
to park-a

your
parka!Grease

is the
word…
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Water Cans…

Don’t freeze your can off this winter.

Keep the water in your 5-gal water

cans from freezing. Use insulated

covers, NSN 7240-00-125-9061.

Here are some other ideas to pro-

tect cans when the mercury heads

south:

Leave room for expansion. Fill

cans no more than three inches from

the top.

Keep cans out of the chilling wind.

Put them inside a tent or vehicle.

Keep cans off the frozen ground.

Set them on planks or pallets.

Never heat a frozen can—the plas-

tic will melt.

It’s below
freezing!
I need my
covers!

Glow Plug Warning Label
NSN 7690-01-267-7370 gets a warning
label to stick on the dashboard of a
HMMWV or CUCV that reminds drivers to
wait until the glow plugs are ready before
they try to start the engine. It says: DO NOT
START ENGINE UNTIL THE WAIT LIGHT
GOES OUT.

M939/M939A1
Thermostat

Order NSN 6685-01-141-0907 to get the
thermostat for your 5-ton truck. Keep an
extra one as a spare ‘cause you might need
it this winter.

Snow Shovel
Need a snow shovel to dig out of those
deep winter drifts? NSN 5120-00-288-6529
brings a shovel with a 24-in wide blade.

SKO, GMTK CDs
Available

TACOM-Rock Island has two CDs available
that provide lots of information on sets, kits
and outfits (SKO). One CD gives NSNs, pic-
tures, specifications, and warranty info on
all the tools in the general mechanics tool
kit (GMKT), new aviation tool set-arma-
ment (NATS-A), TK 105 electronic repair-
man tool kit, and the small arms tool kit.
The other CD gives the same info just for
the GMKT. If you would like a copy of either
CD, contact TACOM-RI's Dan Stark at (309)
782-0131/DSN 793-0131,

starkd@ria.army.mil
or Doug Heritage at (309) 782-1709/DSN
793-1709,

heritaged@ria.army.mil

M8A1 Alarm Kit
Replaced

The M273 maintenance kit, NSN 5180-01-
108-1729, for the M8A1 chemical alarm is
no longer available. It contained both test
and air filter paddles, which you can now
order separately. 
• The M293 kit, NSN 5180-01-379-6409,
contains 20 air filter paddles, has no expira-
tion date, and costs around $170. 
• M312 kit, NSN 5180-01-462-7469, brings
5 test paddles, has a 5-year non-extendable
shelf life, and costs around $55. 

Test paddles must be disposed of as haz-
ardous waste. See disposal instructions at 

http://www.aeps.ria.army.mil.
For more info, contact SBCCOM's Ron

Chambers, (309) 782-2968/DSN 793-2968,
chambersr@ria.army.mil

or Mary McDonough, (309) 782-7240/DSN
793-7240,

mcdonoughm@ria.army.mil
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Next month,
I’ll tell you
how to store
all this ammo
properly!



Dirty Fuel is an
engine killer!
Dirty Fuel is an
engine killer!

drain fuel filters

every day!
drain fuel filters

every day!


